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Abstract 
Indoor navigation is difficult because of complexity of indoor space. The efficient navigation system is required for locating the 
objects in space with accuracy. This research proposes an indoor navigation system which relies on symbolic information 
described by OWL. The description is used for path finding and for generating navigation instruction. The proposed indoor 
navigation system is developed using semantic web technology and the mobile application for navigation is developed on 
Android platform.   With OWL-based symbolic information, spatial object information is described semantically in which both 
computer and human are readable and therefore, the spatial object information is easier to create and to maintain. Using 
direction-based navigation, interaction between human and system is flexible and the users are able to realise the orientation of 
current location easily.  
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the Conference Program Chairs. 
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1. Introduction 
Symbolic-based indoor navigation system requires qualitative human-readable descriptions about spatial location 
of the object in indoors1. The symbolic-based indoor navigation system uses the symbolic information for 
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computing. The symbolic information includes some knowledge regarding objects based on structural entities, 
contexts, and points of interest as well as topological relations between the objects. Such information is useful for 
reasoning about connectivity, accessibility and users’ navigation activity. The symbolic information enables spatial 
reasoning on spatial objects at an abstract level. 
This paper proposes a method for capturing and creating symbolic information of spatial objects for indoor 
navigation. The symbolic information is described by OWL2. The ontology-based spatial information model is also 
proposed and is used for describing the symbolic information. The symbolic information is not only provided the 
description of the spatial objects but is also used for path finding and for generating of navigation instructions. An 
approach of direction-based navigation is presented in this paper. The system development of indoor navigation 
system using semantic web technology and its client mobile application are presented. The interaction of the 
proposed navigation system and the user is discussed.    
Section 2 reviews the fundamental knowledge of spatial object and spatial information modeling in indoors. 
Section 3 discusses related works. Section 4 proposes the spatial information, an ontology-based spatial information 
model, and a direction-based navigation approach. Section 5 is the system development detail of the proposed 
indoor navigation system and the client application developed on Android platform. Section 6 concludes the paper 
and draws some perspectives of future work. 
2. Background knowledge of spatial object and symbolic information of indoor navigation 
In symbolic-based approach, symbolic information can be specified according to symbolic models: set-based 
model, graph-based model and hierarchical model1. The set-based model describes spatial objects existing at a 
particular location. For example, the exhibition hall can be described as a set of halls, a hall has a set of zones, and a 
zone has a set of booths. Fig. 1 (a) shows an example of a set-based model. The model is expressed by some sets e.g.  
Exhibition = {Hall1, Hall2, Hall3}, Hall2 = {ZoneA, ZoneB, ZoneC, ZoneD},  and ZoneC = {BoothC1, BoothC2, 
BoothC3, BoothC4} respectively. The graph-based model considers connectivity and accessibility between locations 
of the objects. Fig. 1 (b) shows an example of a graph-based model of an exhibition hall. Hierarchical model is a 
combination of the set-based model and graph-based model in which hierarchical of accessibility is considered. For 
example, a department is located inside the faculty building and the faculty building contains two floors and each 
floor contains some study rooms. A hierarchical model depicts spatial information containing of accessibility and 
containment relation. 
(a)                                                                                    (b) 
            
            
Fig. 1. (a) Set-based model of an exhibition hall (b) Graph-based model of an exhibition hall 
Indoor navigation research usually addresses localisation, path planning, representation and interaction3. 
Localisation spatial objects in indoors concerns numerous technologies such as RFID, WLAN, and sensor. There are 
different techniques to provide route directions. For example, using text, speech, map (2D and 3D map), route 
sketches, and photographs4. Different techniques provide different advantages and such may be suitable for a 
particular indoor navigation environment and different target users. However, combining some techniques together 
can enhance the benefit and advantage for navigation5.  Regarding path finding, numerous algorithms are used such 
as Dijkstra, best-first search, and breadth-first search. These algorithms consider distance as the main criterion. 
Another approach considers accessibility e.g. door-to-door approach6. In indoor navigation environment, sometimes 
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the distance is not important but the user requirement can be a critical condition for finding some possible paths. For 
example, the patients may prefer a convenient path because of their health condition; the shoppers may need to find 
a particular shop that sells stuff they need, the users may need to find an exit door that is able to access quickly. 
Thus, locating the objects in indoors may need more visual information and contextual information to support the 
user while navigating.  
3. Related work 
There are numerous research works that addresses different issues in regards of indoor navigation. Here, some 
research works that address symbolic information and interaction are investigated.  Tsetsos et al.7 presented an 
ontology-based symbolic information model in a hospital indoor environment. The information is used for query and 
navigation is based on user profile conditions. Baras et al.8 proposed a symbolic space model in which symbolic 
information is described by human-cognitive perceptions. For example, an object is accessible by another, an object 
is near another, an object is in another and an object is next to another. Hu and Lee9 focused on spatial information 
model that includes exit locations and the path from one exit object to another location. Liu and Zlatanova10
proposed a semantic data model for describing different types of spaces such as opening space, obstacle space, and 
navigable space.  There are some researches that address interaction between the system and user in navigation 
system. Bernheim et al.11 proposed activity-based navigation using mobile devices. The human activities derived 
from sensor data are analysed by the navigation system to help the user navigation. Wang and Yan12 proposed 
image-based indoor navigation. The presented a techniques to map the current orientation of the user and the 
relevant images. Their system applied SIFT (scale-invariant feature transform) feature detection and ANN 
(approximately nearest neighbor) for image matching. Additional semantic and visual information are annotated to 
images. The images are taken according to different locations and directions. Möller et al.13 studied augmented 
reality and virtual reality technique for navigation. The accuracy of localisation depends on quality of the captured 
images and skill of the user in handling the device. The basic technique to support user navigation to realise the 
location is implemented with indoor map. Wasinger et al.14 proposed the use of rough map to help user navigation. 
Because of complexity of indoor space, the geometric map may be not suitable for mobile device with small screen 
and hence, the rough map is preferred. Also, human can learn the location with cognitive information provided by 
the rough map easier.  This paper addresses indoor navigation information model which considers spatial relations 
of spatial objects. The accessibility relation of spatial objects is presented. Not only spatial information modeling is 
focused but also the representation and implementation. The proposed indoor navigation system includes compass 
direction and photographs to help the user to realise orientation of current location. This enhances better interaction 
between the system and the user.  The algorithm and technique for path finding are discussed in previous work15. 
4. The symbolic information and direction-based navigation  
4.1 Spatial information  
Here, the spatial object information with set-based approach and graph-based approach is focused. The graph-
based information is described according to accessibility and relative direction of the spatial object. To determine 
spatial   information, three steps are implemented as follows.   
(i) Determine accessibility information between spatial objects. The graph represents the knowledge of 
whether or not one spatial object is accessible by one another and in vice versa.  
(ii) Determine direction information between the spatial objects in regards of four directions: north, south, 
west and east. The direction is not the compass direction but the direction between two spatial objects. 
(iii) Determine distance information between two spatial objects. The information of accessibility graph 
(from step (i)) is used to specify the distance between the spatial objects.  
Fig.2 (a) represents geometric graph which includes accessibility information and relative direction information. 
The edge represents accessibility relation and relative direction of two spatial objects. For example, Room1 is 
accessible by Room7 and vice versa; Room1 is north of Room7 and Room7 is south of Room1. The distance 
information can be described further. The relative direction of the two spatial objects is considered in regards of the 
building location.  For example (see Fig. 2 (b)), corridorA is in the north of Room8 and Room9; in the east of 
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Room7; in the south of Room3, CorridorB and StairS1; and in the west of CorridorE.  Thus, the symbolic 
information used in the proposed approach is obtained from the information described by the geometric graph. 
(a)                                                                                  (b)     
          
Fig. 2. (a) Geometric graph with relative directions (b) An example of a floor plan 
4.2 Direction-based navigation and navigation instruction 
Table 1 presents the detail of user activity in regards of user direction, current location, next location and relative 
direction between the next location and the current location. For example, the activity (North, Room1, Room7, 
South) represents - the user is heading north, the current location is in Room1, the next location is to Room7, and 
Room7 is south of Room1. Navigation instruction based on user direction can be “Turn back to south, go forward to 
Room7”. Thus, in the next activity the user direction is heading south.  
Table 1. Navigation activities and navigation instructions. 
Activity (user direction, current location, next location, direction) Navigation instruction based on user direction 
(North, Room1, Room7, South) Turn back to south, go forward to Room7 
(South, Room7, CorridorA, East) Turn left to east, go forward to CorridorA 
(East, CorridorA, CorridorE, East) Go forward to CorridorE 
(East, CorridorE, CorridorF, South) Turn right to south, go forward to CorridorF  
(South, CorridorF, CorridorH, South) Go forward to CorridorH 
(South, CorridorH, Room14, West) Turn right to west, go forward to Room14 
               (a)                                                       (b)                                        (c)                                        
Fig. 3. Navigation and directions.  
In navigation using direction-based approach, navigation instruction concerns user current direction, relative 
direction between the next location and the current location. Fig. 3 (a) depicts the action corresponding to user 
current direction i.e. north. For example, if the next location is in the east of current location and the user is heading 
north and therefore, the action should be turn right. In particular case, the instruction is needed to be validated 
according to the directions of current and next location. For example (Fig. 3 (b)), the user is heading north while he 
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is on CorridorB (after moved forward from CorridorA) and is navigating to the next location i.e. Room1; the 
CorridorA connects to CorridorB; and CorridorB connects to Room1; Room1 is in the south of CorridorB. In this 
case, the instruction turn back to Room1 will be invalid action.  Instead, the given instruction should be turn right to 
Room1.      
The proposed direction-based navigation concerns four directions (i.e. north, west, south, and east) because more 
directions may lead to low accurate navigation1.  However, the location of the building may not associate to an 
accurate degree of each direction. Hence, the direction can be specified with a range of the degrees so that 
navigation will be more flexible. Fig. 3(c) depicts the directions when the building locates at 25 degrees north, the 
north is specified with range 340 degrees north to 65 degrees north.  
4.3 The ontology-based spatial information model 
This paper enhances the ontology-based spatial information model proposed in the previous work15 with 
additional relations of spatial information. The spatial information model consists of connectivity, accessibility and 
some relations between spatial objects such as shown in Fig. 4. The detail of the concepts and properties defined in 
the proposed ontology-base spatial information model are as follows.  
 SpatialInfo represents spatial information description for indoor navigation.  
 Location represents the place that is referred in indoor space. A particular location may contain one or more 
small spaces (segments) that may be floor and zone. A location is represented by a named entity such as the 
faculty building name, department name, and meeting point.  
 Object represents support information while navigating for example, photographs and signs; that may be 
recognised while navigating.  
 Spatial object is the object that concerns path and user navigation. For example, the spatial objects can be 
room, elevator, stair, and corridor. The spatial objects have their relations according to connectivity, 
accessibility and relative directions.        
 Segment represents the boundary space for example, floor and zone. The segment may consist of one or 
more  segments.  
 relation represents geometric information. The relation is represented by some properties i.e nearBy,
symmetricAccessible, accessibleBy, isNorthOf, isSouthOf, isEastOf and isWestOf. The nearBy and 
accessibleBy relation represent connectivity and accessibility respectively. Here, the symmetricAccessible
relation represents two-way relation of accessibility whereas the accessibleBy relation represents one-way 
relation. For example, the room is accessible by the corridor and the corridor is hence accessible by the 
room; the exit door is accessible by the corridor but the corridor is inaccessible by the exit door. The 
isNorthOf, isSouthOf, isWestOf, and isEastOf  relation  represent relative directions between two  spatial 
objects. These are specified with OWL inverse property. For example, if one location has isNorthOf
relation to one, the latter always has isSouthOf relation to the former.  ǰ
ǰ
ǰ
ǰ
ǰ
Fig. 4. Spatial information ontology 
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5. System development 
The indoor navigation system is presented in previous work15. The system is implemented by Java. The symbolic 
information is created by Protégé16. The path finding module is integrated with SPARQL engine of Jena17. Here, 
mobile application for indoor navigation is developed on Android platform. The communication of mobile 
application and the system is provided by servlet protocol. Path finding is considered from accessibility relation15. 
Fig.5 depicts some screens of mobile application. The scenario shows navigation of the user who starts navigation 
on computer science department floor from corridorA to room111.  There are several steps of system-user 
interaction for example: (i) user specifies start location (may be specified with images (e.g. Fig. 5(a))) and relevant 
destinations are retrieved (e.g. Fig. 5(b)); (ii) the system retrieves possible path with the best route (may computed 
by shortest distance); (iii) the user selects the desired path and the user specifies user’s current direction (e.g. Fig. 
5(c)); (iv) the system generates navigation instructions of the selected path (e.g. Fig. 5(d)); (v) the user follows the 
instruction step by step and may look at the images (e.g. Fig. 5(e)) corresponding to the current location.
In this paper, image-based indoor navigation is implemented in the proposed indoor navigation system. The 
suitable position to take the images is in corridor and in the location that helps the user to realise their direction12. 
Image-based indoor navigation may support low cost of navigation by which interaction between the system and 
user can adapt while navigating. Fig. 5 (e) shows some images corresponding to the directions taken in CorridorB. 
The image toward the north represents the meeting room, the stair image is taken toward the south, the office room 
image is taken toward the east and the rest represents a space taken toward the west. The images give spatial 
orientation of the current location of the user.       
(a)                        (b)                         (c)                            (e)                     
Fig. 5. Mobile application for the proposed symbolic-based indoor navigation system 
6. Conclusion and Future Work 
Using symbolic information, humans can comprehend spatial information regarding spatial objects easily. With 
representation in OWL, the information is available for querying, and possible path is reasoned efficiently by 
semantic querying language (i.e. SPARQL). OWL is a semantically rich language that supports relation 
expressivity. The main advantage of this symbolic-based approach is that spatial object location is provided 
semantically by which human is readable. Thus, maintaining information is easy and validating information is 
possible to be implemented in offline to ensure that the instruction is correct.     
A prototype for indoor navigation system is in development. In future work, some evaluations will be evaluated 
for example, the accuracy of navigation using given instructions, how well the user is able to understand the 
instructions with direction-based information, and usability of mobile application for navigation. The proposed 
indoor navigation system is relied on the compass direction although; it may have some errors in indoor navigation 
(d) 
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environment18. However, the proposed direction-based navigation relies on the range of direction degrees.  Thus, the 
error of the compass direction may have less affect to human perceptions and with the supported images the users 
are able to learn their current direction easily.  
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